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Hello Seekers! You’re likely at the heart of the game and a question has come up? Well you’re in 
the right place! This is the one-stop-shop for all your queries about Kinfire Delve: Vainglory’s 
Grotto. I’m Belita, your friendly local trainer. I normally specialize in hand-to-hand combat, 
but right now you’ve got questions and I’ve got answers! 

Q. Does a skill card’s ability activate when it is used to boost an action? 
A. No

Q. Can I “discard” a skill card that I’ve played as an action to activate its “discard” effect?  
A. No, if a skill card tells you to discard it for an effect (such as Khor’s “Vengeance of Stone” or Asha’s 
“Survivor”), you must discard that skill card from your hand in order to use its effect, which you can’t 
do if you’ve played it as an action.

Q. Can you elaborate on action timing?  
A. “Before this action” and “before/when attempting a” effects resolve after playing a skill card but 
before boosting, and “after this action” effects resolve after completing or failing the challenge.

Q. Does completing a challenge or event card count as discarding it? 
A. No, please create a separate completed challenge/event pile.

Q. Where do you “discard” challenges to?
A. When Seeker action cards instruct you to discard challenge cards, discard them to the well discard 
pile face down, as you would when you delve downwards.

1.0 GENERAL

From action sequence, to specific challenges, Vainglory, 
dice rolls, to any content clarification or general 
questions – we’ll do our best to support you! 

If you have questions or want to share tidbits 
of information from your play-through 
and experience, please comment on our 
BoardGameGeek page or send us a message! We’re 
looking forward to hearing about your adventures!

Email us at help@incredibledream.com.

Click here to go to our BGG page!
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Q. When can you draw a new hand? 
A. Only at the start of your turn. You’ll exhaust yourself, discard any remaining cards you have left, 
and draw a new hand of cards based on your player count. You then take the rest of your turn as 
normal.

Q. Why is some text bolded on cards? 
A. Bolded text is global text that takes effect whether you are attempting that challenge or not. It is 
used as a reminder when attempting challenges as it may affect other challenges or your decision 
making in choosing a challenge. For example, “You must attempt this challenge.” You won’t have a 
choice when choosing the challenge in this case.

Q. Is there a way to get health back?
A. Yes, some challenges or events will provide you health, but they are limited in quantity.

EXHAUSTION CARDS

Q. How does “Vainglory’s Web Exhaustion Card” work?
A. If there’s 1 Vainglory’s Web in play, then you refill the board to 3 Well cards whenever you refill the 
board. If there are 2 copies in play, refill the board to 2 Well cards whenever you refill the board. If 
you already have enough cards in play (or more) at the end of the turn, just don’t add more, but don’t 
discard down when the Web enters play.

GAUNTLET CARDS

Q. If you discard the card “Grace”, does the discard ability on the card count towards itself? 
A. No. Actions (including free actions) may only be played during your turn. Only boosts can be 
played outside of your turn. (Except when a card specifically says otherwise).

Q. If you discard the card “Beauty”, does the discard ability on the card count towards itself? 
A. No. Actions (including free actions) may only be played during your turn. Only boosts can be 
played outside of your turn. (Except when a card specifically says otherwise).

Fun Fact: If you use Asha’s lantern to discard both of them, you’ll suffer 6 damage. 

1.0 GENERAL CONTINUED

2.0 CARD SPECIFIC
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CHALLENGE CARDS

Q. Can you elaborate on triple the rewards for “The 3 Fountains”?
A. Yes, if there are two “The 3 Fountains” in play, and you complete one. You’ll delve down 9 cards 
instead of 3. If there are all 3 “The 3 Fountains” cards in play and you complete one, you’ll delve 27 
cards instead of 3. 

Q. Is there a way to get rid of “Crown of Ashes” once attached? 
A. No, sorry. Enjoy your new headgear.

ASHA’S CARDS

Q. Can “Odd Raven Charm” be discarded at any time?
A. Not quite, you may only discard this card from your hand when a Seeker suffers damage to prevent 
up to two damage. If you play Odd Raven Charm as an action, you will not activate its ability since 
you can’t discard it from your hand. 

Q. If I play “Survivor” and fail the challenge, do I get to charge the lantern or discard an 
exhaustion card? 
A. No, you do not as you only get to that if you discard Survivor from your hand upon failing a 
challenge. 

KHOR’S CARDS

Q. For Crush, can you discard as many armor as you want? Will each armor discarded gain 
you +4 ?
A. You may only discard one armor card, the boost of +4 can only be applied once. 


